MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

PARTICIPANTS: Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs
Fred C. Ikle, Director, ACDA
Major General Brent Scowcroft, Deputy Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs

DATE AND TIME: April 14, 1973
(Breakfast)

Kissinger: GAC - Packard or Agnew as chairman. Let's make Agnew Chairman and Packard a member.

Harold Brown is okay. Ruina I doubt. He leaks.

Foster I doubt unless we need an expert. He is a total fanatic.

Let's leave both Foster and Smith off.

Ikle: Ex-Senator Williams.

Kissinger: How about Cooper? He is a soft head, an idiot, but he would be quiet.

PFIAB -- I want Clare Luce on. I want to notify her. The President wants her.

Margaret Chase Smith.
Scranton. No.
Wheeler?
Norstad. He is no good.
Have Lehman get me a list of 20 names for the GAC for next week.

Smith ran a conspiracy, not an agency. He thought he had the revealed truth. ACDA frequently lied to the President, or did not stick to their positions after they had pledged to hold a position.

On ABM, I found out from Dobrynin that our delegation was proposing memos which they actually proposed to the Russians.

Kle: Johnson has a couple of personnel problems on his staff -- a guy by the name of Ilft.

Katz: Don't tell the Russians what you think. Let them guess what you think. If the Departments make runs at you, let me take care of it. It's easier that way. It is better for me to back a participant in the debate, rather than having to be a participant myself. I have had to be, since there is no ACDA to balance the Chiefs.

Kle: FBS -- I would like to try a proposal. Let it count up to 5-10% of the numbers.

Kissinger: If we go for a summit agreement, I will go for a ban on SS-9 MIRV's and a limit of 550 on land-based MIRV.

Maybe a trip to Omaha, you and I. I want to take Clements.

We won't build up numbers.

We need a CIA study on the verification problems of stopping at 550 land-based. Schlesinger should do it.

You work on FBS. Just yourself.

Don't do a study which can be used to block something.

Kle: I'm not being paid.

Kissinger: Scientists. We should have them come in to you now rather than to me.
Chemical warfare. Can you give me a report by the end of next week? A comprehensive test ban paper also.
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Don't tell a nurse what you think. She'll give you the cold shoulder.

If a nurse makes some comment, let me take care of it another way.

It is better for me to be a participant in the debate, rather than being to be a passive observer. I have the time in 4 POA to influence the debate.

1 FBS - I would like to be a second, but if not present, sign 5-8/10.

2. Change for a combined agreement, I would go for the 550kW and limit of 3 to an hour when the MIR.

3. Unusual trip to Omaha - HAK will

4. HAK want to take to Clinton.

5. We won't build any.
Scientific: Some things you need to find are salt, time, and PAR

Chemical pregnancy: Food & genetics by end of first week

Comprehensive: Post-date also